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[History of Bengal (C. 1757-1905)]
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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[ English Version ]

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

1. Answer the following questions : 1×15

(a) When was the Treaty of Allahabad signed?

(b) Who introduced the Dual System of Government in Bengal?

(c) Mention the name of a leader of the Sanyasi-Fakir revolt.

(d) Who established the Fort William College?

(e) When was the Hindu College established?

(f) Who was Haji Shariatullah?

(g) When was the Hindu Widow Remarriage Act passed?

(h) Write the name of a journal of the Young Bengal.

(i) Under whose leadership the Naba Bidhan Brahmosamaj was founded?

(j) Who wrote ‘Nildarpan’?

(k) In which year was the Missionary press in Serampore set up?

(l) In which year was the Bethune School founded?
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(m) What do you understand by Raiyati cultivation?

(n) In which year was the ‘Tenancy Rights Act’ passed?

(o) Who declared the Partition of Bengal?

2. Answer any four questions : 5×4

(a) What do you understand  by Dual Administration?

(b) Why the Battle of Buxar is considered to be more important than the Battle of Plassey?

(c) What were the objectives behind the introduction of the Permanent Settlement?

(d) What is Cornwallis Code?

(e) Write a short note on the Wahabi Movement in Bengal.

(f) What was the contribution of Vidyasagar in the spread of Women’s education?

(g) What was the role of the intellectuals in the Indigo Rebellion?

(h) What were the real objectives behind the introduction of partition of Bengal?

3. Answer any three questions : 10×3

(a) What were the causes of conflict between the English East India Company and Sirajuddaulah?

(b) Discuss the revenue system of Warren Hastings.

(c) How was the wealth drained out of Bengal during the Company’s rule? Mention its effects.

(d) Discuss the role of Raja Rammohan Roy as a social reformer.

(e) Evaluate the role of the Young Bengal movement in the social life of Nineteenth century Bengal.

(f) Discuss the unique features of Pabna peasant uprising (1873-76).


